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This paper develops a dilation theory for two noncommutative operators. Many 
of the results and techniques in dilation theory for one operator are extended to this 
setting. This is done by extending the Schaffer construction for one operator to the 
Fock space setting. A new Weld decomposition for two isometries with orthogonal 
range is obtained. This Wold decomposition and the Schaffer construction is used 
to extend the Sz.-Nagy-Foias lifting theorem and the characteristic function theory 
to the noncommutative. setting. The characteristic function is operator valued and 
defined in a Fock space. O 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
This note is a continuation of [9]. We develop a dilation theory for two 
operators T, N, on Z when the matrix [T, N] is a contraction. It is shown 
that many of the results and techniques in [ 131 can be extended to our 
setting. In particular, we extend the Sz.-Nagy-Foias lifting theorem and the 
characteristic function theory to the noncommutative setting. 
To put our work in perspective let us recall some facts from dilation 
theory in [ 131. The isometry U on X is a dilation of the contraction T on 
R, if REX is invariant for U* and T* = U* ] R. The Schaffer 
construction [ 10, 131 shows that every contraction T on A? admits an 
isometric dilation U on X, where X = 2 @M+(P). The space 
LP = (U - r>Z is wandering for U and M+(P) =: 0,” U”LP. By Wold 
decomposition X = M, (Y*) 0 9, where Y* = X 0 UZ is wandering for 
U. The decompositions Z @ M+(P) and M, (.L&) 0 L%’ form the basic 
geometric structure of dilation theory and play a vital role in developing 
further results. In particular, these decompositions are used to obtain the Sz.- 
Nagy-Foias lifting theorem [ 1, 2,4, 12, 131 and the characteristic function 
theory [13]. In this paper we show that this basic geometric structure, the 
lifting theorem, and the characteristic function can be extended to the 
noncommutative setting. 
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Let us be more specific. Throughout T, N are two operators on a Hilbert 
space Z such that TT* + NN* <I. We call 17, V a dilation of T, N if U, V 
are two isometries on Z(ZZ) such that Z is invariant for U* and V* and 
T*=U*IR, N*=V*)AY, (l-1) 
uu* + vv* <I. (1.2) 
First and most importantly we extend Wold decomposition to the case when 
U, V are two isometries on X’ satisfying (1.2). Our Wold decomposition 
gives X =X(ie,) 0 2, where Y(P*) is a Fock space and 
PZ = X @ (UZ @ VX) is wandering for both U and V. The pure space of 
our decomposition is Y(Y*). The pair U 1 X(9*), V 1 X(9*) is shown to be 
unitarily equivalent o a pair of forward shifts S, E defined on a Fock space. 
Using S and E we extend the Beurling-Lax theorem to a Fock space setting. 
The invariant subspaces for S and E are uniquely determined by an inner 
function defined in a Fock space setting. 
In Section 2 we obtain a dilation U, V on X for T, N by extending the 
Schaffer construction in [IO] or Chapter I, Section 5 in [ 131 to the Fock 
space setting. This construction gives X =Z@R(P), where 9 = 
(U - T)R V (V - N)R is wandering for both U and V. Combining this 
with our Wold decomposition yields X = .Y(.Y-!-) @ 9 and 
X =R@.7(P). These two decompositions of X form our basic 
geometric structure. This geometric structure allows us to extend many of the 
results and techniques in dilation theory [ 131 to the noncommutative setting. 
The role of M+(P) and M+(P*) in dilation theory is played by the Fock 
spaces .7(P) and X(9*), respectively, in our setting. The shift U 1 M+(P) 
is replaced by two shifts S, E defined on a Fock space. In Section 3 we use 
the decomposition Z = R @ ST(Y) to generalize the Sz.-Nagy-Foias lifting 
theorem [ 1,2,4, 12, 131. In Section 4 we use Sr(.P) and Sr(Q$) to extend 
the characteristic function in [ 131 to our setting. Our characteristic function 
is operator valued and is defined in a Fock space. 
Our previous paper [9] constructs a dilation U, V on X for T, N by 
extending the technique in [6] or Chapter I, Section 10 of [ 131 to the Fock 
space setting. Here it is shown that the dilation in [9] corresponds to our 
Wold decomposition of U, V. In other words, [9] presents a procedure for 
actually calculating the dilation U, V for T, N in its Wold form. While 
preparing this note we received the preprint [3] from Bunce. He presents a 
dilation for n-operators and uses it to study joint spectrum. However, he 
does not use a Fock space setting or obtain a Wold decomposition, lifting 
theorem, or a characteristic function. (Our results can be extended to the n- 
operator case. We have chosen n = 2 only to simplify the notation.) He also 
constructs a Schaffer dilation similar to ours. In fact [3] allowed us to 
simplify one of our arguments leading to Eq. (2.4). Finally, reference [5] 
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presents an elegant method for obtaining a family of isometric dilations {U,} 
for a family of contractions {T,}. However their dilations do not satisfy 
(1.2). This constraint is of the utmost imortance to us. It is needed to obtain 
our Wold decomposition which leads to our lifting theorem and charac- 
teristic function. 
The author is greatly indebted to the reviewer for many important 
suggestions and key ideas. 
To begin we establish some terminology. Let U be an isometry on 3’. A 
subspace g is wandering for U if U”.Y is orthogonal to g for all n > 1. We 
say that the pair of operators T, N on P is unitarily equivalent o the pair of 
operators T’, N’ on R’, if there exists a unitary operator W mapping R 
onto R’ such that WT = T’W and WN = N’ W. 
The Fock space jr(z) is defined by 
F(oT)= 6 H*(D”,z), (1.3) 
n=1 
where H*(D”,R) is the Hardy space of all analytic functions in the unit 
polydisc D” with values in R’. To be precise fn(Al, A*,..., 1,) is in 
H*(D”,S?) if f, has a power series expansion of the form 
f,(A,, 1, ,..., I,) = )J f,(il ,..., i,)A~lAi,l ..a A> (1.4) 
il>O,...,i,>O 
and 
IIf,Lf2= x Il.fS y-.y i,)jl’ < 03. I 
i,>O,...,i,>O 
Throughout, Z. is the isometry embedding R in Sr(R) defined by 
(l-5) 
Z,h=h@O@O@O@ *** (h E A-‘). (1.6) 
The isometries S and E on F(R) are the shift operators defined by 
sG.fn=&Lfn> 
1 1 
E~f,=OOf,(~*)Of,(~*,l,)Of,(/l,,1,,1,)0..., 
(1.7) 
where 0;” f,(n, ,..., A,) is in F(3). The operators S and E have played an 
important role in [7, 8,9]. It is easy to verify that the range of S is 
orthogonal to the range of E. Hence SS* + EE* < I. Furthermore, IoR is 
wandering for both S and E. Finally I,3 is cyclic for S, E, i.e., 
.X(R) = V 7c(S, E) Zo3, where 71 runs over all finite products of S and E. 
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These operators play an important role in our version of Wold decom- 
position, i.e., 
THEOREM 1. Let U, V be two isometrics on .F such that 
UU* + VV* < I. Then X admits a unique decomposition X = ST @ Sx, 
where F reduces both U and V. The pair of operators U ( ST and V 1 X are 
unitarily equivalent to the pair S and E on R(F), respectively, where 
Y =X 0 (UX@ VX). Finally (I- UU* - VI/*) ( Sx= {O}. 
Proof. The condition UU* + VV* <I is equivalent to UC being 
orthogonal VX. This and the definition of F gives 
X=.Y’UX@ vx. (1.8) 
Using (1.8) in its second term UX yields 
X=.Y@ UiY@ U2X@ UVYr@ vx 
=~~u~~u*~‘u3~~u*v~~uv~~v~. (l-9) 
The second equation in (1.9) is obtained by using (1.8) in the U*X term in 
the first equation in (1.9). Continuing this process yields 
x= (+%+i+pwq, (1.10) 
where 3; = n,,, U”X’. By substituting the .X in (1.10) into the last direct 
sum in (1.10) and rearranging terms we have 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
Continuing this procedure 
x=F(5q@~u@Fm, 
where 
F(F)=: 6 @ (r$vuLlv . . . vuily) , 
n=l L i,>O,...,i,>O I 
sr,=xu@F(v.u), (1.13) 
zo= n @ (u’“vu’“-‘V... vu”v3q . 
a>0 i,>O,...,i,>O I 
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Obviously Y’(F), ;3;, and Fm are all invariant for both U and V. 
Therefore all these spaces reduce U and V. 
By identifying 
@ (U”VU’~V . . . VU’“f,(i ,,..., i,)) (1.14) 
i,>O,...,i,>O 
with the f,@, ,..., 1,) in (1,4), where f,(i,, . . . . i,) is in F, we have that 
UlF’(.F’) and V(F’(F) are unitarily equivalent to S and E on CF(F), 
respectively. It is easy to verify that 
*Y = (Z - UU” - vv*)x. 
Hence 
(I-uu*- vv*)I9,=0, 
where %z = -;“, 0 -;T, . The uniqueness of the decomposition X’(F) 0 5Pz 
follows by an argument similar to the classical Wold decomposition, 
Theorem 1.1, page 3 in [ 131, and is omitted. This completes the proof. 
The dilations for T, N in [9] were decomposed into three subspaces. These 
subspaces are precisely our Wold decomposition in (1.12). 
We call the isometries U, V in Theorem 1 pure if 5PX= (0). Assume A is 
an operator mapping F(F) into F(R) and commutes with both S and E. 
Let 8 be the operator mapping F into F(P) defined by 19 = AZ, ( .Y. This 0 
uniquely determines A by 
~$3, E) Sg = A@, E) I, g (g E q, (1.15) 
where rr(S, E) is any finite product of S and E. This follows because Z,F is 
cyclic for S, E. Now let 0 be any operator mapping 55’ into K(R). We 
define M, as the operator mapping F(F) into F(g) generated by 
n(S, E) Melo g = 7c(S, E)Bg = M, n(S, E) IO g (g E F), (1.16) 
where z is any finite product of S and E. In general M, is an unbounded 
operator. In this paper we only work with 0 where M, is a contraction. If 8F 
is wandering for S, E and ]I 0gj] = 11 g]I for all g in F then M, is an isometry. 
In this case we call 0 inner. Let f = 0;” f, be in F(F) and assume M, is 
bounded. One can show that 
MJ = g (En-‘@. f,. 
If w = En-‘8 = 0;” vi then I . f,, = 02 I vi f,, where vi f, is multiplication. 
Our version of the Beurling-Lax theorem in [ 131 is 
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THEOREM 2. A subspace M is invariant for both S and E on ST(S) if 
and only if there exists an inner function 8 mapping F into r(R) such that 
d = M,jr(F). This function 8 is unique up to a constant unita y operator 
on the right. 
Proof Assume J is invariant for S and E. Clearly the range of 
U = S ] J is orthogonal to the range of V = E 1 A. Hence (1.2) holds. By 
Wold decomposition M = F’(Y) 0 5PMx, where P = M @ (SM @ EM). 
Equation (1.13) gives ,5Px~9z= {O}, where X=9-(Z). Thus 
M=<F’(Y) and S (A, E ]A are pure. Let 8: Y -ST(R) be the operator 
defined by 9g = g for g in Y. Since &Y is wandering for S, E and 
JY =X’(P) we have .M = M,Sr(P). Clearly 8 is inner. The uniqueness 
follows by an argument similar to the classical Beurling-Lax theorem and is 
omitted. The other part of the proof is obvious. 
2. THE SCHAFFER CONSTRUCTION 
In this section we extend the Schaffer construction in [lo] or Chapter I, 
Section 4 in [ 131 to obtain the minimal isometric dilation of T, N. Let B be a 
contraction (I] B ]] < 1) mapping X into 2’. Then D, is the positive square 
root of (I- B *B) and gB = BR. Recall that T, N are two operators on X 
such that TT* + NN* <I. We call U, V on X a minimal isometric dilation 
of T, N if U, V is a dilation of T, N and 
.x= v {7r(U, V)ov: 71(U, V) is any finite product of U and V}. (2.1) 
Following Chapter I, Section 4 in [ 131 it is easy to show that the minimal 
isometric dilation U, V of T, N is unique up to a unitary operator. To be 
precise, let U,, V, on Xi be another minimal isometric dilation of T, N. 
Then there exists a unitary operator W mapping X onto 4 such that WU = 
U,W, WV=V,W,and Wh=hforhin&? 
Let D, on 3 and D on Z?+ @X be the positive operators uniquely 
defined by 
0; = (I- TT* - NN*) (2.2) 
and 
D== 03 -T”N 
-N*T 0,: 1 = D;w,. (2.3) 
Here gn, = D,R and G? = D($?‘@R). Consider the isometries U, V on 
X@F(g) defined by 
U(h 0 f) = Th 0 (I,(W 0 0)) + V) 
V(h 0 f) = Nh 0 (I@(0 0 h) + W), 
P-4) 
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where h @ f is in R@ ST(a). Equation (2.3) implies (N*7’h, g) = 
- (D*(h @ 0), 0 @ g), where h, g are in A?. Using this in (2.4) the range of 
U is orthogonal to the range of V. Hence (1.2) holds. Finally, it is easy to 
verify that U, I/ is the minimal isometric dilation of T, N. 
Let k?’ = .k$ be the wandering subspace in Theorem 1 for U, V in (2.4), 
where X = 3 0 <F(g). We claim that 
(2.5) 
Using (1.1) and U*V= V*U=O, we have that (I- UT* - VN*) 3’ is 
orthogonal to Cl..@ VX. Thus 
(I- UT* - VN*)A?cYZZ. 
Now let f E U;: be orthogonal to (I - UT* - VN*)Z. By definition f is 
orthogonal to 
(UX@VX)V((I-UT*-VN*)2@)=X 
The last equality follows from the minimality of U and V, see (2.1). 
Therefore f = 0 and (2.5) holds. 
Let h be in A? Using the fact that Y* is orthogonal to KY @ KX with 
(1.1) and (2.5) we have 
ll(Z - UT* - VN*)h )I2 = ((I - UT* - VN*)h, (Z - UT* - VN*)h) 
= ((I- UT* - VN*)h, h) = ((I- TT* - NN*)h, h) 
= (D2,h,h)=I(D*hl(2. (2.6) 
This implies that there exists an isometry $* mapping Ye onto Q* such that 
$,(I- UT* - VN*)h = D* h (h E 2F’). (2.7) 
Let 9 be the space defined by 
LP= (U- T)xv (V-ilqc2-c (2.8) 
Equation (2.4) yields 
Uh-Th+Vg-Ng=O@I,,D(h@g) (k g E RI. (2.9) 
Therefore there exists a unitary operator 4 mapping P onto g such that 
9((U-T)h+(V-N)g)=D(hOg) (h, g E fl. (2.10) 
The following is a generalization of [6] or Theorem 1.2, page 59 in [ 13 1. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let U, V on X be the minimal isometric dilation of 
T, N. Then U, V is pure (or equivalently X =X1(9*)) if and only if 
and 
T*” --t 0 strongly as n --t 00 (2.11) 
lim x I1N*T*‘nN*T*‘“-lN* a-- N*T*“hl(* = 0 (h ER). (2.12) 
n+a, i,>O,...,i,>O 
Proof: Assume U, V is pure. By our Wold decomposition the pair U, V 
is unitarily equivalent o the pair S, E on .F(ip,). Without loss of generality 
we set U=S and V=E. Since S”” + 0 strongly as n -+ co, Eq. (1.1) gives 
(2.11). We claim 
lim r IIE*S*i”E*S*in-lE* . . . E*S*itfll* = 0 (f E T(lk;, 1). 
“+a2 il>O,...,i,>O 
(2.13) 
Equation (1.7) yields 
E” ~f,=f,(O,n,)of,(o,n,,n,)of,(o,n,,n,,n,)o *..T 
1 
where f,, is defined in (1.4). Therefore (2.13) holds on the dense set, OF f,, 
where f, = 0 for all large n. By Lemma 1 in 191, 
lim “~a, i ,ox I[E*S*‘nE*S*‘“-1E* ..a E*S*“jlj* < 11fl1”. 
I ,...,i,>O 
This gives (2.13). Equations (1.1) and (2.13) prove (2.12). 
Now assume that (2.11) and (2.12) hold. Equation (2.11) gives 
g U”(Z-UT*)T*“h=h- lim iJ”T*“h=h (hE&Y’). (2.14) n-m 
Using this with h in 2 we have 
2 U’(Z- UT* - VN”) T*‘h 
0 
+ i >ZG2>0 
u’zvuI’~(Z - UT* - VN*) T*‘iN*T”‘zh + , . . 
+ :,,lF 
uinvui.-Iv . . . VU”(Z - UT* - I/N*) 
,...,i,>O 
x T*‘qjl*T*bN* . . . N*T”‘nh 
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= h - ,f U’VN*T*‘h 
0 
c (J’zVN*T*‘zh- 2 U’zVU’IVN”T*‘IN*T”‘2h + . . . 
i,>O i,>O,.i2>0 
+ c 
uinvuin-Ij7.. . V(J’~NN*T*‘zI$l”T*‘3N* . . . N*T*‘nh 
i2>0,...,i,>0 
- c U'nVu'n-IV... VU"VN*T*"N*T*'zN* . . . N*T*'nh 
i,>O,...,i,>O 
=h- c uinvuin-lv . . . V,lJ”VN”T*‘IN*T”‘2hW . . . N”T”‘+,. 
i,>O,...,i,>O 
Now passing limits with (2.5), (2.12), and the fact that Ux is orthogonal to 
KAY we have h E Y’(ip,). The minimality (2.1) of U, V implies 
.X=,7-‘(&). This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. In [9] it is shown that (2.11) and (2.12) hold if 
TT” + NN* < al, where a < 1. 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 implies U, V is pure if and only if V, U is pure. 
Therefore (2.11) and (2.12) are equivalent to N*” + 0 strongly as II -+ co, 
and 
lim n- i >. x 11 T*N*‘nT*N*‘nmlT* a.. T*N*‘lhIl* =0 (h EZ). 
, v..., i&O 
3. THE LIFTING THEOREM 
In this section we extend the Sz.-Nagy-Foias lifting theorem [ 1, 2, 4, 12, 
13 1 to our setting. We begin with 
LEMMA 1 [ 111. The matrix [ “, ; ] mapping X @A into 3’ @A’ is a 
contraction if and only if C = XD, and [X, Y] is a contraction mapping 
gA @ .A into M’. 
Throughout, U, V on X is the minimal isometric dilation of T, N. Let 
X;=A?‘V URV VRand 
zn=xn-, v uzn-, v vzn-, (if n > 2). (3.1) 
Clearly R,ZR”+i. By (1.1) the spaces Rn are all invariant for both U* 
and V*. The n-stepped dilation T,,, N, on Zn of T, N are the operators 
defined by 
T,*=U*I& and N,*=V*I& (n > 1). (3.2) 
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One can easily verify that U, V is the minimal isometric dilation of T,, N,. 
Furthermore T,, L, N, + 1 is the one-step dilation of T,, , N,. Finally we need. 
LEMMA 2. Let P, be the orthogonal projection mapping X onto 3”. 
Then 
(3.3) 
and 
T;P, + U” and NzPn+ V* strongly as n+ co. (3.4) 
ProoJ: Consulting (2.4) and (3.1) we have & =R@ 9, 
Continuing in this fashion with X =Z @X(a) and the fact that g is 
cyclic for S, E yields (3.3). Equation (3.4) follows from (3.2) and (3.3). This 
completes the proof. 
Throughout T’ and N’ are operators on A? such that T’T’ * + N’N’ * < I. 
The minimal isometric dilation of T’, N’ is U’, V’ on .X’. The operators TA, 
NA on 2):) D& , D’ are defined in the obvious way. The main result of this 
section is 
THEOREM 3. Let A mapping GF? into 2’ be a contraction such that 
T’A = AT and N’A = AN. Then there is contraction B mapping X into .X’ 
such that 
U’B = BU, V’B = BV, and B*(R”=A*. (3.5) 
Proof. This proof extends the ideas in [ 1, 41 to our setting. In matrix 
form the one-step dilations become 
T, = and N, = (3.6) 
on AY@GJ=&, where I,,I, embeds R in A%@@ {0}, {O}@R, respec- 
tively. Clearly T, T: + N,N: <I. The matrices Ti and Ni on A?; are 
defined analogously. We claim that there exists a contraction A, mapping 4 
into A?; such that 
T;A, =A,T,, N;A, =A,N,, and AT IR’=A*. (3.7) 
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The last equation in (3.7) and Lemma 1 shows that A, mapping OF@ @ into 
8’ @ @’ has a matrix representation of the form 
where [X, Y] mapping gA @ G’ into 9’ is a contraction. 
By the matrix forms in (3.6) and (3.8) we have (3.7) if and only if 
and 
= D’(Ah 0 0) 
1x3 Yl =D’(O@Ag) 
for all h, g in SF. Now using 
=A[T,N], 
we have 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
IID,,lT,Nl(hO d/l2 +lID@O s>ll” 
= I/ [T,Nl(h 0 gIlI - IlATh +ANgl12 +IIW 0 dl’ 
= I( h @ g(l’ - IlATh + ANgIl = ll(h 0 g)ll’ - I/ [T’, N’IW 04)(1* 
= (Ih@ gl12 -&4hO&J12 + JJNzOAgl12 - I( [T’,N’l(~hO&)l12 
= )I D, h 0 D, g/l2 + lID’(Ah OAg)l12. (3.11) 
The spaces FO and .FI, are defined by 
K= [“A:“‘] [$I and F;= [;yz)] [cl. (3.12) 
Equation (3.11) implies that there exists a unitary operator W mapping FO 
into X6 such that 
W[“$‘“‘] [ “,1= [;yz;)] [ “,] (h,gES). (3.13) 
Consulting (3.9) we have 
[X Y] 15 = P,, w, (3.14) 
where P, is the orthogonal projection from g’ @ @A @ gA onto g’. (The 
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orthogonal projection onto a subspace y is denoted by Py). Therefore (3.7) 
holds if and only if [X, Y] satisfies (3.14). Let [X, Y] be the contraction 
defined by (3.14) on Sg and set [X, Y] ) y0 = 0, where g0 = (aA @ Z?) @ s7-, .
By Lemma 1, A, is a contraction satisfying (3.7). 
Recall that T,, , N, is the one-step dilation for T,- 1 , N,- , . Applying our 
previous argument for each IZ there exists a contraction A, mapping Zn into 
Z:, such that 
T;A,=A,T,,, N;A, = A,N,, and A; IX;-, =A,*_,. (3.15) 
In particular A,* (OF = A *. From this and (3.3) one can easily show that 
A;P,-+B* strongly as n -+ a, where B:X-+X’ is a contraction [4]. 
Clearly B* (2’ =A *. Combining this with Lemma 2 and (3.15) yields 
(3.5), and completes the proof. 
Remark 3. The set of all contractions satisfying (3.7) is given by (3,8), 
where 
[X, Y] = P,, WP, + P,,TP, (3.16) 
and r is a contraction mapping ,yO into .!?A = (a’ @ GA @ gA) 0 Srh. The 
proof of this is almost identical to the corresponding result in [ 11. For 
completeness it is given. 
To prove this we first show that 
3+P,GY (3.17) 
To see this let f @ g @ h be in Fh (G@’ @ g* 0 g,,,) and orthogonal to 
Pp;C3’. Clearly f = 0. Since 0 0 g 0 h is in .Vl, the second equation in 
(3.12) gives g= h = 0. Hence (3.17). 
Lemma 1 and (3.14) show that A, in (3.7), (3.8) is a contradiction if and 
only if 
(3.18) 
is a contradiction where Q maps .yO into @‘. The operator [X, Y]* is a 
contraction if and only if 
IlQ*fl12 < llfll” -II W*P,bfl12 = II+,fl12 (j-E !a’). (3.19) 
By (3.17), Eq. (3.19) is equivalent to the existance of a contraction r 
mapping s0 into g; such that Q* = T*Pgh. This proves (3.16). 
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4. THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION FOR T,N 
In this section we extend the results in Chapter VI of [ 131 to obtain the 
characteristic function for T, N. Recall that U, V on X is the minimal 
isometric dilation of T, N. Let X =X’(P*) @ SPX be the Wold decom- 
position of X in Theorem 1. Let P”” and P,* be the orthogonal projection 
from X onto Y’(Y*) and P*, respectively. Clearly the operators U, V 
restricted to F’(Y*) and Y(.P) are pure, see (2.8), (2.9). Theorem 1 implies 
,~‘(i*;:) reduces U and K Hence U and Vcommute with YY* 1 ;T(g). This 
implies that .PP* 1 X(P) = M,, where 19 mapping 4p into F/(-i”*) is 
8 = pl”* ] Y’. Following Chapter VI in [ 131 we call 8 “the characteristic 
function” for T, N. The precise form for 8 is given in Theorem 3 below. 
Let 
Fi = (I- AiT*)-’ = f T*“&‘, (4.1) 
n=O 
where li is in the unit disc. Let @ be the operator mapping Z into LF(G,) 
defined by 
@h=D,F,h@D*F,NF,h@D*F,NF,NF,h@..., (4.2) 
where h is in S?‘. Reference [9] shows that @ is a contraction. We define the 
characteristic function tl,,, as the operator mapping g into .F(@*) by 
BT.N = [-I, [T, N] + [S@, E’S] D] 1 g. (4.3) 
Finally, we are ready for 
THEOREM 4. The characteristic function d,,, for T, N coincides with 
PY* 19. To be precise $* PY* 19 = O,,,$, where #*, 4 are the unitary 
operators in (2.7), (2. lo), respectively. 
Proojl Let f = @r f, be in .F(d%p). By performing a simple calculation 
or consulting [7, 91 we have 
p‘zS*inE*in-lE* .a. E*S*‘lf = f,(i,, i, ,..., i,), (4.4) 
where f,(i, , i, ,..., i,) is defined in (1.4) and P, is the orthogonal projection 
onto Z. (The operator E* in (4.4) appears n - 1 times.) Equation (4.4) and 
our Wold decomposition imply that &P”* ] 9 = 8,,,,$ if and only if 
#*pY~u*inv*u*in-3v* . . . v*u*ilI g 
=p S*‘“E*S”‘“-lE* 
a* a-- E*S*‘@,,,# (4.5) 
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for all i > 0 , , ,..., i, > 0 and n > 0. Performing the calculation in (4.4) on 0,,, 
with (4.1) and S*E = E*S = 0 yields 
P&,N = -[T, Nl I Q, 
Pa*.Fi+ ‘e,,, = De T*‘P, D, 
P S”‘E*e g* T,N = D, T*‘P,D, (4.6) 
p, * S”‘2E*S”“+‘~, N = D, T*‘zN*T*‘lp,D, 
p, s*izE*s*i~E*e 
t T,N = D, T*‘2N”T*“P,D, 
where P,, P, is the orthogonal projection from R@R onto Z@ {0}, 
{ 0) @ R, respectively, and i > 0, i, > 0, i, > 0, etc. 
To verify (4.5), let 
1=(U-T)h+(V-N)g=~*D(hOg), (4.7) 
where h, g are in A?. Clearly 1 is in 9. We claim that 
P,*l= -(Z - UT* - VN*)(Th t Ng). (4.8) 
This follows because 
I + (Z - UT* - VN*)(Th t Ng) E (UX 0 WY) 
is orthogonal to Y!, by our Wold decomposition. Equations (2.7), @lo), 
(4.6), and (4.8) with D,*B = BD, give 
$* P,* Z= -#*(I - UT* - VN*)(Th + Ng) = -De [T, N](h 0 g) 
= -[T, N] D(h @ g) = -[T, N] @= P9e,,,#1. (4.9) 
Hence (4.5) holds when n = 1 and i,, iz,..., i, are all zero. 
To complete the proof we only show that 
q&P,* u*jv*u”‘l= P~,s*jT*s”‘e,,,~l (4.10) 
when i > 0. The general case follows in exactly the same way. First we claim 
that 
P,JJ*jV*U*‘(U- T)h = (Z- UT* - VN*) T*jN*T*‘-‘D;h (h E R). 
(4.11) 
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TO see this let f = T*jN*T*‘-‘Dch. Then (4.11) follows from (1.1) and the 
fact that (I - UT* - VN*)ozP is orthogonal to UZ @ KY’: 
(u*jv*U*‘(U- T)h - (Z- UT* - VN*)f, (Z- UT* - VN*)R) 
= (T*iN*TX’-‘h _ T”jN”T*‘Th _ TT*j+~NeT*i-~h 
+ TT”j+‘N*T*‘Th -NN”T”jN*T*‘-‘h 
+ NN*T*jN*T*‘Th,R) + (-f + TT*f + NN*f,R) 
= (T*jN*T*‘-’ D;h _ TT*T*iN”T*‘-’ D2,h 
-NN*T*jN*T*‘-‘D;h,R)+ (-f + TT*f +NN*f,,)=O. 
A similar calculation gives 
Prp, U*jV*U*‘(V- N)g = -(I- UT* - VN*) T*jN*T*‘-‘T*Ng. 
Combining this with (2.3), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.11) yields 
& P,JJ”jV*‘~*‘I = &(I- UT* - VN*)(T*jN*T*‘-‘)(D;h - T*Ng) 
=q&.(Z- UT” - VN*) T*jN*T*‘-’ P, D*(h 0 g) 
= D, TkN”T”‘-’ P, D@= P~~S*jE*S”‘B,,,$I. 
Therefore (4.5) holds for i, > 0, i, > 0, and it = 2. The same procedure 
proves (4.5) in general. This completes the proof. 
Let T’, N’ on G?’ be two operators uch that T’T’ * + N’N’ * < I. We say 
that 8,,, coincides with eT,,,,’ if there exist two unitary operators W mapping 
B onto @’ and W, mapping g* onto g$ such that W, 8,,, = O,,,,, W. Let 
8 be an inner function mapping Y into R(g). Then R(e) is the space 
defined by R(e) =F(q) 0 M,jr(Z). The operators S(0) and E(e) on 
R(0) are defined by S*(e)= S* [R(e) and E*(e)= E* lZ(e). Finally we 
are ready for 
COROLLARY 1. Let (2.11) and (2.12) hold. Then eT,N is inner and the 
pair T, N is unitarily equivalent to the pair S(B,,,), E(B,,,,). 
Proof: Let U, V on Z be the minimal isometric dilation of T, N. 
Proposition 1 implies X(p) E F’(Y*) =X. Without loss of generality we 
set U = S and V = E on jT(Y*). Clearly P”* IX(g) is an isometry. 
Theorem 4 shows that B,,, is inner. Using jzr = Z?‘@ R(Y): 
z = st(kq 0 ~(9) = F(Y*) 0 PRY- = M, *xye,,,). (4. i 2) 
Since U = S and V= E we have M,*S = SM,+ and M,+E = EM,*. By this 
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(1.1) and (4.12) the pair T*,N* is unitarily equivalent to the pair 
S*(r3,,,), E*(f3,,,). This completes the proof. 
Using this corollary one can easily prove 
COROLLARY 2. Let (2.1 l), (2.12) hold for both T, N and T’, N’. The 
pair T, N is unitarily equivalent to the pair T’, N’ if and only if O,..,, 
coincides with eT,,N,. 
Probability corollary 2 is true in a more general setting. As noted earlier 
[3] also arrives at a Schaffer dilation for N-operators {Ai}y, onGV satisfying 
CiAiA: ,< I. All of our results can be extended to this setting. In fact, an 
isometric dilation {Vi}? on GY@sT(g) for (A,}: is Ui(h @ f) = 
A,h @ (I, Dh, + E’-‘5”) where hi is embedded in the ith position of @‘X 
and D = q.4 *,...,a,1 * It is easy to verify that the range of Ui is orthogonal to 
the range of Uj when if j. Hence Ci UiU,? <I. The operators {E’-‘S}E”=, 
have played an important role in [ 81. These operators and [ 8 ] can also be 
used to extend the results in [9] to the N-operator case. A nice Rota-type 
theorem which obtains models through a similarity transformation for a 
countable set of bounded operators appears in [ 141. It is noted that Rota- 
type theorems involving similarity for a countable set of operators can be 
also obtained as a special case of the realization theory in [7, 81. In fact the 
models in [9] were motivated by the results in [7, 81. Finally one can use 
orthogonal shifts on Z@) to simplify some of our notation and results. We 
used the Fock space setting to guarantee that our characteristic function 
reduced to the characteristic function in [ 131 when N = 0. 
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